FHO/FHT available Aug or Sept 2022

Looking for someone to take over my well established practice in Orleans, Ottawa. I am an associate physician, the practice is part of a family health organization in a family health team. We have a collegial team of 12 doctors. There are 2 nurse practitioners, social workers, pharmacist, dietician and a team of nurses that run programs and provide daily support. Currently the roster size is approximately 1450. I haven’t taken new patients for several years but there is certainly a high demand if someone wanted to increase the patient load. We use the EMR practice solution as well as ocean and pomelo for patient messaging. If anyone would like to discuss details, review financials I can be reached at dianne.woodend@ffhc.ca

If you would rather locum - I will offer a long term 12 month locum (I will allow you to keep ALL earnings which will be above any locum rates being offered.